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'Tina Raneri'
DEC JULY Meeting date change!!

Good Afternoon!:
Alert DEC Newsletter reader and past Secretary Tina Raneri brilliantly observed the
lack of her once−precious baby,"The Durham Engineer˜, July edition, in her inbox.
Careful sleuthing revealed this: a snafu in the much heralded ˆConstant Contact˜ (not
to be confused with the tea ˆConstant COMMENT). HA! "Modern Technology"....
It seems our July meeting will NOT be held the second Thursday of this month (July),
But the THIRD Thursday of this month (still July).
Manufacturing and Accoustical Engineers, please have someone explain this to you.
What follows is the blockbuster announcement for the July meeting, scheduled for July 21st, as written by Alan Williams:

Durham Engineer's Club Members We have a neat field trip scheduled for the month of July, especially if you are a college football fan. We have arranged
through Ward Setzer to get a tour of the new UNC Kenan Stadium East End Zone project that will be ready just in time for
the new season that starts in September. Glenn Corley, the architect, will be giving us a tour of the facility beginning
around 5:30 p.m. on Thursday July 21st. Note that this is the 3rd Thursday in the month and not the 2nd Thursday per
our normal schedule (Glenn was not available on the 14th). Here are the directions to make the tour:
Enter the Ramshead parking deck located in the bottom of the curve of Ridge Rd., past Boshamer Stadium. Go into the
deck, turn right and continue up to level 3, which is when you can see daylight through the windows. Park along level 3
and enter the stair that is along the wall with the windows. Go down a half flight of steps and exit onto grade, which is the
parking lot behind the new building. There may be small parking fee involved.
Dinner will follow at a local restaurant that is still being decided upon. We will be going "dutch" at the restaurant so don't
make any checks out to DEC unless you need to get your dues paid. I think this will be a very interesting tour of what the
"other State school in the area" will have to recruit against!! Please respond to this invitation so we can get a count of
how many to expect for the tour and the dinner afterwards. Thanks and we look forward to seeing you on the 21st. No
PDHs will be offered for this meeting - just a good time!

Please R.S.V.P. to Tina Raneri.

Tina M. Raneri
tina@sunderlandeng.com
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